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Portable wastewater treatment system based on
synergistic photocatalytic and persulphate
degradation under visible light
Meng Zu1, Shengsen Zhang2*, Changyu Liu3, Porun Liu1, Dong-Sheng Li4, Chao Xing1,5 and
Shanqing Zhang1*

ABSTRACT Highly efficient, low-cost, and portable waste-
water treatment and purification solutions are urgently nee-
ded for aqueous pollution removal, especially at remote sites.
Synergistic photocatalytic (PC) and persulphate (PS) de-
gradation under visible light offers an exceptional alternative
for this purpose. In this work, we coupled a TiO2-based PC
system with a PS oxidation system into a portable advanced
oxidation device for rapid and deep degradation of organic
contaminants in wastewater. Using hydrogenation, we fabri-
cated hydrogenated anatase branched-rutile TiO2 nanorod (H-
AB@RTNR) photocatalysts which enable the PC degradation
to occur under visible light and improve the utilization of
solar energy. We also discovered that the addition of PS re-
sulted in the synergistic degradation of tenacious and persis-
tent organics, dramatically improving the extent and kinetics
of the degradation. A degradation rate of 100% and a reaction
rate constant of 0.0221 min−1 for degrading 1 L rhodamine B
(20 mg L−1) were achieved in 120 min in a specially designed
thin-layer cell under visible light irradiation. The superior
performance of the synergistic PC and PS degradation system
was also demonstrated in the degradation of real industrial
wastewater. Both remarkable performances can be attributed
to the heterophase junction and oxygen vacancies in the
photocatalyst that facilitate the catalytic conversion of PS
anions into highly active radicals (·SO4

− and ·OH). This work
suggests that the as-proposed synergistic degradation design is
a promising solution for building a portable wastewater
treatment system.

Keywords: synergistic effect, hydrogenated TiO2, oxygen va-
cancies, persulphate, thin-layer cell, real wastewater

INTRODUCTION
Toxic chemical dyes are frequently used in the textile
industry and have severe implications for environmental
and human health [1,2]. For some remote textile plants,
highly efficient, scalable, portable, and low-cost devices
for wastewater treatment and purification are urgently
needed [3]. Among numerous wastewater treatment and
purification methods, synergistic photocatalytic (PC) and
persulphate (PS) degradation technologies (PC-PS) have
aroused enormous attention due to their potent de-
gradation ability of tenacious dye contaminants [4,5]. The
synergistic effects between PC and PS anions can be ex-
plained by two mechanisms. Firstly, the photogenerated
electrons (e−) from the PC process can effectively convert
PS anions (S2O8

2−, E0 = 2.01 V vs. normal hydrogen
electrode (NHE)) to sulphate radicals (·SO4

−, E0 = 2.60 V
vs. NHE), which enhances the degradation performance.
Secondly, the consumption of e− by the activation process
of S2O8

2− can facilitate the separation of photogenerated
electron-hole pairs, which in turn enhances the PC per-
formance [6]. Accordingly, the PC process and PS tech-
nology mutually improve the degradation performance of
each other and therefore form synergistic effects in the
PC-PS systems (Equations (1–6)):
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To improve the performance of synergistic PC-PS de-
gradation, designing and synthesizing highly efficient
photocatalysts plays a critical role. In general, TiO2 is the
most commonly used photocatalyst material due to its
appropriate band position, high chemical stability, low
cost, and nontoxicity [7]. However, pristine TiO2 photo-
catalysts can only be stimulated by UV irradiation be-
cause the bandgap of pristine TiO2 is higher than 3.0 eV,
which seriously impedes its utilization in low-cost and
environmentally friendly solar energy applications [8].
According to previous studies, building heterojunctions
between anatase and rutile TiO2 effectively enhances solar
energy utilization and PC efficiency [9–12]. Though the
energy level position of the anatase/rutile heterophase
junction is unclear, markedly improved separation rates
of photogenerated electrons and holes have been experi-
mentally verified [13–15]. Hydrogenation is another
simple method for extending the absorption spectrum of
TiO2-based materials into the visible light region by
bringing a disordered layer and oxygen vacancies into
photocatalysts [16,17]. On one hand, the synergistic effect
of the disordered layer and oxygen vacancies can narrow
the bandgap of TiO2 by introducing a new energy state
below the bottom of the conduction band [18]; on the
other hand, the electrochemical performance of the
photocatalysts can be enhanced after a hydrogenation
process, which promotes the separation of photo-
generated electron-hole pairs [19,20].
Many studies have confirmed that device design also

plays a crucial role in improving the efficiency and re-
ducing the cost of PC reactors [21–23]. A thin-layer re-
actor, which minimizes the thickness of the aqueous
solution and the distance between the irradiation source
and photocatalysts, is a promising device design for ef-
fective utilization of irradiation [24]. According to Beer’s
Law, light loss in aqueous solution is inevitable (Equation
(7)):
A bc= , (7)
where A is the absorbance of light; is the molar ab-
sorptivity; b is the thickness of aqueous solution, and c is
the electrolyte concentration. It can be directly inferred
from Equation (7) that reducing the thickness of the
aqueous solution can directly minimize the light loss in
the electrolyte, which demonstrates that the thin-layer
reactor will further improve the performance of PC dye

degradation.
In this work, a highly efficient, scalable, portable, and

low-cost wastewater treatment device was designed for
small-scale textile plants at remote sites. Hydrogenated
anatase branched-rutile TiO2 nanorod (H-AB@RTNR)
photocatalysts were fabricated and applied to improve the
degradation efficiency of rhodamine B (RhB) under
visible light irradiation. The effects of mixed-phase TiO2
and oxygen vacancies generated by the hydrogenation
process on the PC pathways were investigated. In addi-
tion, the introduction of PS into the PC system sy-
nergistically promoted the degradation efficiency of RhB.
A thin-layer reactor was designed and built for the
practical application of the PC-PS technology, which
improved the efficiency, scalability, portability and cost-
effectiveness of the reactor. The designed thin-layer re-
actor circulating flux of 5 L h−1 is capable of fully de-
grading 1 L RhB solution (20 mg L−1) in 120 min with a
high reaction rate constant of 0.0221 min−1. Moreover,
the thin-layer reactor showed excellent PC degradation
capacity for real textile mill wastewater with good re-
moval rates of total organic carbon (TOC, 62.3%) and
chemical oxygen demand (COD, 74.8%) in 240 min op-
eration with a circulating flux of 5 L h−1.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Materials and reagents
Fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) glass (with a resistance of
8 Ω per square and a thickness of 2.2 mm) was purchased
from Delta Technologies Limited (USA) and used as a
substrate for TiO2 film growth. Tetrabutyl titanate (97%)
was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (USA) and employed as
the precursors of TiO2. RhB of commercial-grade was
obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). The characteristics
of RhB are displayed in Table S1. Other chemical re-
agents, including hydrochloric acid (HCl, 36.5% by
weight), boric acid (H3BO3), ammonium hexafluo-roti-
tanate ([NH4]2TiF6), and sodium nitrate (NaNO3) were of
analytical grade and purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(USA). All reagents obtained from Sigma-Aldrich were
used as received without further treatment unless other-
wise stated. High-purity distilled water (Millipore Corp.,
18 MΩ cm) was used in the preparation and dilution of
solutions. The real water sample was taken from a textile
mill in Queensland, Australia, and represents the original
disposal from the textile furnishing process. The sample
was stored in a refrigerator at 4°C according to standard
method guidelines. The physiochemical properties of the
real water sample are displayed in Table S2.
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Synthesis of photocatalysts
Rutile TiO2 nanorod arrays (RTNRs) were prepared ac-
cording to a previously reported method [25]. Briefly,
20 mL distilled water was mixed with 20 mL HCl
(11.9 mol L−1) under vigorous stirring for 20 min. Then,
0.5 mL tetrabutyl titanate (2.94 mol L−1) was added into
the well-mixed solution. After stirring for another
20 min, the solution was transferred into a Teflon-lined
stainless steel autoclave. Two pieces of well-cleaned FTO
glass were half-immersed in the as-prepared solution and
heated at 180°C for 12 h in an oven. To synthesize anatase
RTNRs (AB@RTNRs), the RTNRs were put into a mixed
solution consisting of 24.1 mol L−1 H3BO3 and 5.3 mol L−1

[NH4]2TiF6 and subjected to hydrothermal treatment at
60°C for 24 h. The as-prepared samples were cooled to
room temperature naturally, then washed several times
with distilled water and dried in air. The hydrogenation
process was conducted at 200°C in a tube furnace with a
mixed gas flow consisting of 5% hydrogen and 95% argon
for 1 h to obtain hydrogenated rutile nanorods (H-
AB@RTNRs).

Characterizations
The nanostructured morphology was characterized by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, LEO 1530VP, Ger-
many). The crystallographic phase and structure of pho-
tocatalysts were tested by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with an
X-ray diffractometer (D/max-IIIA, Japan). The Raman
spectra were obtained on a Renishaw in Via Raman mi-
croscope. X-ray photoelectron spectrophotometer (XPS)
analysis was carried out with a Krato Axis Ultra DLD
spectrometer with Al Kα X-ray (hν = 1486.6 eV) at 15 kV
and 150 W to characterize the chemical nature of the Ti
and O states. Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR)
spectra were obtained with an E500 (Bruker, Germany) at
77 K and a radiofrequency of 9.442 GHz. UV-visible
(UV-vis) spectra were obtained with a UV-vis spectro-
photometer (Agilent Cary 300, USA) to characterize the
bandgap energy of photocatalysts. The incident photo-to-
current conversion efficiency (IPCE) spectra were ob-
tained via an Oriel’s QEPVSI-b monochromator system
(Oriel CornerstoneTM, USA). Fluorescence (FL) spectra
were characterized via an F-4500 spectrophotometer
(Hitachi, Japan) with an excitation wavelength of 260 nm.
To evaluate the charge transportation situation, electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) testing was car-
ried out under open-circuit voltage, with a 1.0 mol L−1

NaOH solution, with frequency ranging from 10 mHz to
1 MHz, and an amplitude of 5 mV on a CHI 660e elec-
trochemical station (CH InstrumentsTM, USA). Mott-

Schottky (M-S) analysis was performed with a potential
increment of 5×10−2 V, an amplitude of 5×10−3 V, and a
frequency of 1 kHz.

Dye degradation performance measurement
The evaluation of liquid-phase PC oxidation of RhB was
carried out in XPA-system Photochemical Reactors
(Nanjing, China). The degraded RhB concentration was
analyzed using a Cary 50 spectrophotometer (Varian Co.,
USA). The percentage of degradation was reported as C/
C0. C is the absorption of RhB at each irradiated time
interval of the maximum peak of the absorption spec-
trum, and C0 is the absorption of the initial concentration
when adsorption/desorption equilibrium is achieved. The
TOC and COD represent the amounts of organic com-
pounds in the water sample. The TOC was tested with
TOC-VCPN Total Organic Carbon Analyzer (Shimadzu
Corp., Japan), and the COD value was examined by an
EPA-approved COD analyzer (Merck NOVA 30, USA).
The PC dye degradation performance of H-AB@RTNRs
was also tested with a homemade thin-layer cell system
(Figs S1 and S2). The optical-electronic parameters and
spectrum of the LED panel are displayed in Table S3. The
details of the homemade thin-layer cell system are
available in the Supplementary information.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Materials characterization

Crystalline phase structure and morphology
characterization
The crystalline nature and phase of the as-prepared na-
nocomposite photocatalysts were analyzed by XRD
(Fig. 1a). After subtracting the diffraction peaks from
FTO glass, the XRD peaks of the pure TiO2 (RTNRs) were
observed at 2θ = 25.6°, 36.1°, 41.2°, 54.3°, 62.8°, and 69.2°,
which correspond to the characteristic peaks of tetragonal
rutile crystalline phase (ICDD No. 88-1175). The results
prove that pure rutile TiO2 photocatalysts were synthe-
sized on the surface of FTO glass. In the patterns of
AB@RTNRs and H-AB@RTNR nanocomposites, new
diffraction peaks in addition to the peaks of rutile TiO2
were simultaneously observed at 2θ = 25.1°, 38.2°, and
47.7°, which are indexed to the characteristic peaks of
anatase crystalline phase TiO2 (ICDD No. 88-1175). The
XRD patterns provide evidence that the anatase crystal-
line TiO2 nanostructures exist in the branched-photo-
catalysts. Moreover, no additional peak was observed
after the hydrogenation process, indicating that hydro-
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genation does not affect the crystal phase structure of the
as-prepared materials. As a result, the diffraction peaks of
the samples in Fig. 1a concur with the reports of rutile
and anatase TiO2 crystals in the literature [7,26].
The microstructure and surface morphology of the as-

prepared nanocomposite were observed using field
emission FEM (FESEM), with the results displayed in
Fig. 1b–e. As revealed in Fig. 1b, smooth rutile TiO2
nanorods with a length of 1.5 μm and a diameter of
200 nm were grown on FTO glass via a hydrothermal
process. After the growth of anatase TiO2 on the surface
of the nanorods, branch-like TiO2 were observed around
the nanorods (Fig. 1c). The anatase branches were verti-
cally grown and uniformly distributed on the surface of
the nanorods, inferring that the surface area for absorbing
light of branched nanorods was larger than that of
RTNRs, which favours light absorption and extends the

active reaction area. Fig. 1d and e display the morphology
of the photocatalysts after the hydrogenation process,
which is denoted as H-AB@RTNRs. It can be observed
from the FESEM images that the hydrogenation process
does not change the morphology of the photocatalysts.
Raman spectra were obtained to characterize the

structural features and the vibrational modes of the as-
prepared samples (Fig. 1f). Generally, in all photocatalyst
patterns, three diffraction peaks centered at 233, 447, and
609 cm−1 were observed, which correspond to the Raman-
active modes of rutile phase TiO2 [27]. For the materials
after the growth of anatase branches, a new peak ap-
peared at 151 cm−1 which is indexed to the characteristic
peaks of symmetric stretching vibrations of oxygen atoms
in the O–Ti–O bond in anatase phase TiO2. As shown in
the inset in Fig. 1f, the Eg Raman peak at 151 cm−1 from
the sample before hydrogenation shifted to a slightly

Figure 1 (a) XRD patterns; (b–e) FESEM surface morphologies; (f) Raman spectra (the inset exhibits the enlarged view of Eg peaks in the Raman
spectra); XPS spectra for (g) Ti 2p and (h) O 1s; (i) EPR spectra of the as-prepared photocatalysts.
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higher wavenumber after the hydrogenation process. The
phenomenon can be attributed to the replacement of Ti
ions which facilitates the formation of oxygen vacancies
in hydrogenated materials because of the drop in O/Ti
ratio [28,29].

Surface electron analysis
XPS analysis was conducted to confirm the detailed sur-
face composition and elemental valence states of the as-
prepared nanocomposite. As can be observed in Fig. 1g,
the peaks located at 458.7 and 464.5 eV correspond to
Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2, respectively. The results imply the Ti
exists as Ti4+ without the presence of Ti3+ in the surface
layer of RTNRs and AB@RTNRs. After the hydrogena-
tion process, the major peaks of XPS spectra shifted to
458.4 and 464.0 eV for Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2, respectively,
indicating the generation of Ti3+ on the surface layer of
hydrogenated samples [25]. The O 1s spectra of the as-
prepared photocatalysts are presented in Fig. 1h. The
major peak at 529.8 eV in the O 1s spectrum provides
evidence of the presence of Ti–O bonds in all the three as-
prepared samples [30]. After the hydrogenation process, a
new peak was obtained by deconvolution of the XPS
spectrum of H-AB@RTNRs. The new peak appearing at
531.9 eV is attributed to Ti–OH bonds in H-AB@RTNRs,
indicating that oxygen vacancies are formed during the
hydrogenation process [31].
EPR analysis was applied to further illustrate the oxy-

gen vacancies and Ti3+ on the surface layer of the pho-
tocatalysts (Fig. 1i). Before the hydrogenation, no
significant major peaks were observed in the EPR spec-
trum of AB@RTNRs. Conversely, the hydrogenated
samples exhibited a noticeable signal at the proportion-
ality factor (g) value of 2.004, further proving the increase
of oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ after the hydrogenation
process. The results were compatible with the Raman and
XPS patterns, which all provided evidence of the in-
creased oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ on the surface layer of
the photocatalysts. The detected oxygen vacancies and
Ti3+ explain the superior PC performance of H-
AB@RTNRs because those intrinsic defects significantly
extend the light absorption range to the visible light re-
gion and facilitate the separation of photoinduced charge
carriers, which therefore enhances the PC efficiency of
the photocatalysts [32].

Optical features
The optical features of the materials were examined by
UV-vis spectroscopy to investigate the light-harvesting
ability of the as-prepared materials (Fig. 2a). As shown in
the UV-vis spectra, the RTNRs only exhibit strong ab-
sorbance in the UV area, while the visible-light absorp-
tion was the lowest among all the three photocatalysts
owing to its wide bandgap. The AB@RTNR sample dis-
played a noticeable increase in UV light absorption and a
little enhancement in the visible light region. This phe-

Figure 2 (a) UV-vis absorbance spectra; (b) Tauc plots derived from (a); (c) IPCE plots measured at 1.02 V vs. RHE applied bias; (d) FL, (e) EIS and
(f) M-S spectra of RTNRs, AB@RTNRs, and H-AB@RTNRs.
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nomenon could be attributed to the enlarged specific
surface area from the branched structure and the align-
ment of different energy level positions of anatase and
rutile, which slightly decrease the bandgap energy of the
photocatalysts [15]. After the introduction of oxygen
vacancies by the hydrogenation process, the H-
AB@RTNR photocatalysts showed enhanced absorption
in both UV light region and visible light region, which is
consistent with the previous report [33]. The superior
performance in light absorption of H-AB@RTNRs can be
attributed to the narrowing of the bandgap by the in-
troduction of oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ via the hydro-
genation process as well as the enhanced light-harvesting
capability of the branched structure. The results of H-
AB@RTNR samples show impressive PC efficiency
compared with the pristine RTNRs sample under visible-
light irradiation due to the synergistic effects between the
hydrogenation process and branched morphology.
To further investigate the bandgap energy of the as-

prepared samples, the Tauc plots (Fig. 2b) were derived
from the UV-vis spectra with the Tauc equation (Equa-
tion (8)) [34]:

h A h E( ) = ( ), (8)n
g

where A represents a constant, h represents the energy of
irradiation, represents the measured absorption coeffi-
cient, and n equals 0.5 because the TiO2 bandgap type is
indirect [35]. The Eg of the as-prepared samples were
obtained by extrapolation of the linear parts of the Tauc
plots. As can be observed in Fig. 2b, the estimated Eg
value for H-AB@RTNRs (Eg ~ 2.72 eV) is narrower than
that of RTNRs (Eg ~ 3.02 eV) and AB@RTNRs (Eg ~
2.96 eV). Therefore, the results further suggest that the
bandgap of the as-prepared samples decrease with the
introduction of oxygen vacancies and Ti3+ via the hy-
drogenation process, leading to enhanced light absorption
in the region of visible light.
To investigate the quantum efficiency of the as-pre-

pared photocatalysts, IPCE spectra were obtained and are
exhibited in Fig. 2c. In the UV light region (before the
wavelength of 380 nm), the H-AB@RTNRs exhibited the
highest IPCE value among all the photocatalysts. Fur-
thermore, the AB@RTNRs samples also showed an ob-
vious light response within the visible light region
(400–450 nm). This phenomenon could result from the
synergistic effects between the well-aligned bandgap of
mixed-phase TiO2 and oxygen vacancies brought by the
hydrogenation process.
The bandgap energy and recombination rate of charge

carriers were investigated by FL spectra (Fig. 2d). Two

major peaks were observed at the wavelength of 413 and
471 nm, which are equivalent to 3.00 and 2.63 eV, re-
spectively. The first peak appearing at 413 nm is referred
to as the bandgap energy of rutile TiO2 (3.02 eV), which
proves that the photocatalysts were basically composed of
the rutile phase TiO2. It could be observed that the in-
tensity of the FL spectra of the branched structure
(AB@RTNRs and H-AB@RTNRs) is more potent than
that of the non-branched structure (RTNRs) in the range
of 380–390 nm. The phenomenon could be explained by
the introduction of anatase branches with higher bandgap
energy (3.2 eV), which correspond to the wavelength of
387 nm. However, the proportion of the anatase branch
was comparatively low compared with rutile nanorods, so
no major characteristic peaks corresponding to anatase
phase TiO2 were observed at 387 nm. The FL spectra
integral intensities of H-AB@RTNRs were lower than
those of other as-prepared samples, implying that the
recombination rate of photogenerated charge carriers for
H-AB@RTNRs was the lowest among all the as-prepared
photocatalysts.

Electrochemical properties
EIS was used to study the interfacial PEC properties, such
as recombination and transmission of charge carriers, on
the interface between photocatalysts and electrolyte
(Fig. 2e). The Nyquist plots of the RTNRs, AB@RTNRs,
and H-AB@RTNRs were fitted to the proposed equivalent
circuit, the simplified Randles cell, which is displayed in
the inset of Fig. 2e. In the simplified Randles cell, CPE
represents the double layer capacitance, Rs represents the
solution resistance, and Rct represents the charge-transfer
resistance, which corresponds to the radius of arcs in the
Nyquist plots. It could be also observed from Fig. 2e that
the order of the radius of arcs for different photocatalysts
was RTNRs < AB@RTNRs < H-AB@RTNRs, indicating
that the transmission resistance of charge carriers in the
interface between TiO2 and electrolyte decreased after the
modification of morphology and bandgap structure.
M-S plots were applied to investigate the flat band

potentials (Efb) and types of semiconductors (Fig. 2f). The
M-S plots clearly illustrates that all the as-prepared
samples are typical n-type semiconductors because of the
positive slopes of the M-S curves [36]. The donor density
(Nd) of all samples was calculated via Equation (9):

N C V= 2 / e
d(1 / ) / d , (9)d

0 0
2

where e0 represents the charge of an electron (1.602 ×
10−19 C), ε represents the dielectric constant of rutile
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TiO2, ε0 represents the permittivity of free space in va-
cuum (8.854 × 10−12 F m−1), and d(1/C2)/dV represents
the slope by extrapolating the linear parts of M-S curves.
Considering the values of e0, ε and ε0 are constants, it
could be easily inferred that Nd was inversely proportional
to d(1/C2)/dV. Consequently, the smallest slope value of
H-AB@RTNRs indicates that the donor density of H-
AB@RTNRs was the highest among all the photocatalysts,
which arises from the intrinsic defects brought about by
the hydrogenation of the mixed-phase TiO2. The results
were also compatible with the smallest arc radius of H-
AB@RNTRs from the Nyquist plots.

Performance of dye degradation by different processes

PC degradation
PC degradation of the as-prepared photocatalyst was in-
vestigated by degrading RhB under visible light. As illu-
strated in Fig. 3a, the removal efficiency of the photolysis
process without adding any photocatalyst was negligible.
After the introduction of RTNR photocatalysts, 2.2% of
the RhB was eliminated after 240 min, which was similar
to the removal rate of bare photolysis, indicating that the
bare RTNRs hardly respond to visible light. Moreover, the
degradation rate of RhB by the AB@RTNRs was 5.2%
after 240 min, which is only a slight improvement com-

pared with the bare RTNRs, showing that branched
structure and mixed-phase strategy could slightly narrow
the bandgap of the photocatalyst and moderately re-
sponds to visible light. However, the enhancement was
not significant and further modification of the bandgap
energy is needed. The visible light responses of RTNRs
and AB@RTNRs were consistent with the IPCE results
(Fig. 2c). After the hydrogenation process, the H-
AB@RTNRs outperformed all the other as-prepared
photocatalysts with an RhB removal rate of 95.2% in
240 min under visible light irradiation. To gain more
insights into the procedure of PC degradation on H-
AB@RTNRs, UV-vis spectra of the solutions collected at
different time intervals are exhibited in Fig. 3b. Since the
intensity of absorption spectra gradually decreased with
irradiation time and the position of major peaks did not
shift horizontally, it could be inferred that the PC de-
gradation process of RhB followed the aromatic ring-
opening mechanism [37].

PC-PS degradation kinetics
The synergistic effects between photocatalysts and PS
anions were investigated by adding potassium persul-
phate (K2S2O8) into the aqueous solution. As shown in
Fig. 3c, the degradation rates of RhB on all as-prepared
samples significantly increased after adding

Figure 3 (a) PC degradation of RhB on the as-prepared photocatalysts; (b) UV-vis spectral changes for removal of RhB on the H-AB@RTNR; (c) PC
degradation of RhB on the as-prepared photocatalysts in the presence and absence of PS; (d) Pseudo-first-order kinetics plots for the removal of RhB
with the as-prepared samples; (e) the reaction rate constants of RhB for all the samples; (f) recycling runs for the H-AB@RTNRs photocatalyst on the
PC-PS degradation of RhB.
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1.48 mmol L−1 of K2S2O8 solution, with the H-AB@RTNR
photocatalysts achieving a degradation rate of 100% RhB
after 180 min under visible light. The performance of dye
degradation on different photocatalysts was explicitly
investigated by using the pseudo-first-order kinetics
model, as shown in Equation (10):

C C ktln( / ) = , (10)0

where C0 represents the initial concentration of dye so-
lution, C represents the concentration of dye solution at
time t, t represents the reaction time, and k represents the
pseudo-first-order reaction rate constant. According to
Equation (10), the kinetics plots for all the as-prepared
photocatalysts, both in the presence and absence of PS an-
ions, are exhibited in Fig. 3d. The linear relationship in
kinetics plots provides evidence that the dye degradation
process on the as-prepared samples obeyed the pseudo-first-
order kinetics model. The degradation rates of all the
samples were calculated from the kinetics plots and are
displayed in Fig. 3e. It can be observed that the reaction rate
constant of H-AB@RTNR photocatalyst with PS anions
(18.2 × 10−3 min−1) was much higher than that of RTNRs
(7.4 × 10−3 min−1) and AB@RTNRs (7.2 × 10−3 min−1) as
well as the samples without PS anions. The results prove
that the synergistic effects between photocatalysts and PS
anions could sharply increase the degradation rate of RhB
on H-AB@RTNRs under visible light. The stability of
photocatalysts during PC degradation is crucial for
practical applications. Consequently, the recyclability of
the H-AB@RTNRs for RhB degredation with PS anions
was tested under identical conditions (Fig. 3f). The plots
show no significant decrease in degradation performance
of H-AB@RTNRs in the four recycled runs, exhibiting its
superior stability in PC-PS degradation of RhB under
visible light.

Design of PC-PS thin-layer reactor
The influential factors of the thin-layer cell system per-
formance, such as the angle of the slanted bed and the
thickness of aqueous solution, were investigated, and the
results are displayed in Figs S3 and S4. The comparison of
the performance of PC-PS degradation of RhB in a con-
ventional bulk cell and the thin-layer cell was studied in
the following experiments. RhB solutions with identical
concentration (20 mg L−1) were treated by these two
processes, and the results are displayed in Fig. S5. As
shown in Fig. S5a, the degradation rate of RhB in the
thin-layer cell was higher than that of the conventional
bulk cell. The result was attributed to the design of the
thin-layer cell, which minimized the thickness of the

water film layer and therefore reduced the light loss in
aqueous solution. The pseudo-first-order kinetics plots
are exhibited for intuitively illustrating the comparison of
degradation performance between the two processes
(Fig. S5b). The slope value of the pseudo-first-order ki-
netics plot for the thin-layer cell process was greater than
that of the conventional bulk cell process, which proves
that the thin-layer cell system could considerably improve
the PC-PS degradation of RhB and achieved a degrada-
tion rate of 100% and a reaction rate constant of
0.0221 min−1 in 120 min under visible light.

PC-PS degradation mechanism
With the results presented above, a hypothetical ex-
planation (Fig. 4) of the PC performance of H-
AB@RTNRs in visible light region and the synergistic
effects between H-AB@RTNRs and PS anions is proposed
through two aspects. Firstly, from the perspective of
photocatalysts, although the position of energy level
alignment in mixed-phase anatase/rutile TiO2 is con-
troversial, it is widely accepted that the mixed-phase
heterostructure could significantly improve the charge
separation rate and slightly narrow the bandgap of pho-
tocatalysts, which favours the PC performance [13–
15,38]. Furthermore, the hydrogenation process on the
photocatalysts brought in abundant oxygen vacancies and
Ti3+ in the surface layer of photocatalysts, which acted as
a trapping site for capturing the photogenerated electrons
and impeded the recombination of electron-hole pairs.
The hydrogenation process also pronouncedly reduced
the bandgap energy, which favoured its response to
visible light. Secondly, from the perspective of synergistic
effects in the PC-PS system, the reaction mechanism is
displayed in Equations (1–6). Briefly, the photogenerated
holes (h+) reacted with H2O to produce hydroxyl radicals
(·OH), which possess high oxidation potential (E0 =
2.80 V vs. NHE). The oxygen molecules (O2) were re-
duced by photogenerated electrons (e−) to produce su-
peroxide anion radicals (·O2

−). Then e− and ·O2
− further

reacted with S2O8
2− to produce ·SO4

−, which possess a
high oxidation potential (E0 = 2.60 V vs. NHE). There-
fore, the ·OH and ·SO4

− both played a principal role in the
degradation process due to their superior oxidation po-
tentials. The h+ played a crucial role in generating ·OH by
oxidizing water at the lower valence band of the photo-
catalysts. Moreover, ·O2

− was a major assistant in trans-
forming the S2O8

2− in solution into ·SO4
−. In this way, the

organic contaminant could be indiscriminately oxidized
to the small-molecule substance. In turn, S2O8

2− also acted
as a trapping site for photogenerated electrons, which
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improved the separation rate of photoinduced electron-
hole pairs. In this way, the PS anions and H-AB@RTNR
photocatalysts synergistically enhanced the degradation
performance on RhB under visible light irradiation.

PC-PS degradation pathway of RhB
To investigate the degradation pathway of RhB under
visible light irradiation, an LC/MS analysis was used to
gain insights into the intermediate compounds generated
during the PC-PS degradation process. Combining the
results from the mass spectrograms of the intermediates
during the degradation of RhB (Fig. S6) and the m/z
values corresponding to the proposed intermediates’
peaks (Table S4), a proposed degradation pathway can be
acquired (Fig. 5), concurring with the results in previous
studies [39]. There are four steps for RhB degradation.
Firstly, the ethyl groups in RhB were attacked by radicals
with high oxidation potential and experienced an N-de-
ethylation process to generate phenyl oxonium inter-
mediates (I–V). During the PC-PS process, five N-de-
ethyl products were detected and their maximum peaks
appeared in successive order, which demonstrated that
the N-de-ethylation of RhB was a stepwise process. Sec-
ondly, in the chromophore cleavage process, the central
carbon in the V was oxidized by active species, such as
·SO4

−, ·O2
− and ·OH, generating major phenolic inter-

mediates (VI–VIII). It can be also observed from Fig. S6
that during the whole degradation process, the chromo-
phore cleavage of the RhB occurred simultaneously, re-
flecting the superior degradation ability of the PC-PS
system. The photogenerated h+, ·O2

−, and ·OH as well as
the PS-generated ·SO4

− directly attack the central carbon

of the dye molecule. These active radicals could also react
with the N-de-ethylation intermediates and generate the
primary products, such as phthalic acid, benzoic acid, and
1,2-dimethylbenzene. The third process of RhB de-
gradation was the ring opening process, where the low-
molecular-weight intermediates generated in the previous
process were further attacked by active radicals and
formed the broken-ring intermediates (IX–XII). The last
process was the mineralization of those broken-ring
products to produce small molecule substances, such as
CO2 and H2O.

PC-PS treatment of real wastewater sample
The practical applicability of the thin-layer cell system
with the H-AB@RTNR photocatalysts was tested using a
real wastewater sample discharged from a textile industry.
As shown in Fig. S7, the COD and TOC removal of 74.8%
and 62.3%, respectively, were achieved after 240 min de-
gradation with H-AB@RTNRs in the thin-layer cell sys-
tem under visible light irradiation. Moreover, the
biodegradability variation of the wastewater sample was
analyzed by calculating the average oxidation state (AOS)
and carbon oxidation state (COS) by Equations (11) and
(12):
AOS=4 1.5 × COD/TOC, (11)

COS=4 1.5 × COD/TOC , (12)0

where COD and TOC represent the values recorded after
240 min degradation, TOC0 represents the initial TOC
value of the raw wastewater sample. The AOS and COS
values varied within ± 4, which represent the most oxi-
dized form (CO2) and the most reduced form (CH4) of

Figure 4 The mechanism of the synergistic PC-PS degradation of dye RhB.
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organic compounds. According to the experimental re-
sults, the AOS value was calculated to be 1.25 for raw
wastewater samples. After a 240-min treatment process,
the AOS and COS values of the solution were 2.16 and
3.31, respectively, which demonstrated that the biode-
gradability of raw wastewater was enhanced after PC-PS
degradation in the thin-layer cell system.

CONCLUSION
A comprehensive study on designing a highly efficient,
scalable, portable, and low-cost wastewater treatment and
purification device for small-scale textile plants was car-
ried out, and several conclusions are summarized as fol-
lows. Firstly, to improve the efficiency of contaminant
degradation and reduce the cost of the operating device,
the H-AB@RTNRs nanocomposites were successfully
fabricated via a hydrothermal route. The H-AB@RTNRs
were characterized by different methods to prove that the
photocatalysts possessed abundant oxygen vacancies and

Ti3+, which facilitated the separation rate of electron-hole
pairs and enhanced the light absorption in the visible
region. In this way, clean and low-cost solar energy can be
utilized for wastewater treatment with H-AB@RTNRs.
Secondly, the introduction of PS anions into the PC de-
gradation process enables the reactor to degrade re-
fractory organic contaminants that could not be achieved
by the PC process alone. The phenomenon can be at-
tributed to the synergistic effects between H-AB@RTNRs
and PS anions, where the photogenerated electrons act as
the reactive sites for PS anions to generate active radicals
(·SO4

−), which possess a high oxidation potential (E0 =
2.60 V vs. NHE) and therefore exhibit superior degrada-
tion performance for persistent organic contaminants.
Thirdly, the thin-layer cell design could reduce the light
loss in the aqueous solution by minimizing the thickness
of the water film between the irradiation source and
photocatalysts, which maximizes light absorption by the
photocatalysts and therefore achieves a better degradation

Figure 5 Proposed degradation pathway and intermediates during RhB degradation reaction with H-AB@RTNRs under visible light irradiation.
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performance compared with the conventional bulk cell.
The device design also improves the portability of the
reactor and exhibits its potential for up-scaling. Finally,
according to the results of the real wastewater treatment
experiments, it can be shown that the H-AB@RTNRs
photocatalysts and PC-PS degradation system in the thin-
layer cell have significant potential for practical PC re-
moval of organic dye contaminants in the environment.
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可见光光催化剂-过硫酸盐协同净化污水系统
祖萌1, 张声森2*, 刘长宇3, 刘珀润1, 李东升4, 邢超1,5, 张山青1*

摘要 本文报道了一种氢化金红石/锐钛矿混晶结构的TiO2薄膜光
催化材料(H-AB@RTNR)与过硫酸盐协同降解有机污染物的新方
法, 设计了一套薄层式反应器以提高该方法对污染物的降解效率,
建立了可见光光催化剂-过硫酸盐协同净化污水系统. 实验结果表
明, 在可见光(λ>420 nm)的照射下, 120分钟内可完全净化1 L浓度
为20 mg L−1的罗丹明B溶液, 反应速率常数达到0.0221 min−1. 在对
实际工业废水的处理实验中, 此系统也表现出优异的净化效果. 机
理分析表明此系统优异的净化污水性能主要归功于反应中生成的
大量硫酸根自由基 (·SO4

−)和羟基自由基 (·OH).最后本文对降解过
程中的中间产物进行了分析, 明确了降解有机物的反应路径.
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